HOW TO HIRE, COACH, AND MENTOR
SUCCESSFUL TEACHERS

READING GLOBALLY

TALK ABOUT TEACHING!

Elaine K McEwan

Barbara A Lehman, Evelyn B Freeman
and Patricia L Scharer

Charlotte Danielson

Ten Traits of Highly Effective Teachers

As all educators increasingly face the pressures of
accountability, filling schools with effective teachers skilled at
fostering outstanding academic achievement has never been
more important. This book provides tools for hiring, coaching,
mentoring, and motivating effective teachers.

Connecting Students to the World Through Literature

This unique and indispensable handbook shows how teachers
can use global literature to help students expand their worldview
while developing increased respect for cultural diversity.
2013 • 168 pages • `  525 • PB: 978-81-321-1619-6

2013 • 248 pages • `  575 • PB: 978-81-321-1609-7

HOW TO DEAL WITH PARENTS WHO ARE
ANGRY, TROUBLED, AFRAID, OR JUST
PLAIN CRAZY
Ten Traits of Highly Effective Teachers

Elaine K McEwan
For those who deal with high-maintenance parents, who never
seem happy with the job you are doing! This book would
help you manage your most difficult audience, and gain the
confidence and skills needed to handle such situations.

Leading Professional Conversations
This breakthrough work from renowned educator Charlotte
Danielson helps school leaders understand the value of
reflective professional conversations in promoting a positive
environment of inquiry, support, and teacher professional
development.
2013 • 160 pages • `  525 • PB: 978-81-321-1608-0

WORLD CLASS LEARNERS

300+ CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
TO MAKE YOUR JOB EASIER AND MORE FUN

Yong Zhao

Renee Rosenblum-Lowden and Felicia Lowden Kimmel

Educating Creative and Entrepreneurial Students

World Class Learners presents concepts that teachers,
administrators and even parents can implement immediately.
2013 • 288 pages • ` 625 • PB: 978-81-321-1620-2

Third Edition

The third edition of this bestseller offers an abundance of techniques
to resolve classroom management challenges with more than 300
field-tested insights, tips, and strategies!
2013 • 200 pages • ` 525 • PB: 978-81-321-1610-3

2013 • 192 pages • `625 • PB: 978-81-321-1611-0

HOW DO WE KNOW THEY’RE
GETTING BETTER?

Measuring Students’ Inquiry, Problem-Solving,
And Critical Thinking Abilities
John F Barell

TEACHING HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE
THROUGH INQUIRY
A Case Study Approach
Douglas Llewellyn

The book explains how inquiry leads to problem solving and
provides specific steps for formative assessment that informs
instruction of 21st century skills.

This book offers a complete plan for nurturing a culture of inquiry
in classrooms and schools, drawing from current research, case
studies, and personal anecdotes to understand inquiry-based
instruction.

2013 • 264 pages • `750 • PB: 978-81-321-1616-5

2013 • 232 pages • `725 • PB: 978-81-321-1601-1

THE SCHOOL-HOME CONNECTION

Measuring Students’ Inquiry, Problem-Solving,
And Critical Thinking Abilities
Rosemary A Olender, Jacquelyn Elias and
Rosemary D Mastroleo

10 BEST TEACHING PRACTICES

How Brain Research and Learning Styles
Define Teaching Competencies
Third Edition
Donna Walker Tileston

This book provides teachers and administrators with tools
to build a foundation for student success based on positive
relationships with students and their families.

A classic methods text that reveals the most current
approaches to engage, motivate, and inspire students
with today’s best practices.

2013 • 152 pages • `525 • PB: 978-81-321-1613-4

2013 • 152 pages • `750 • PB: 978-81-321-1603-5

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY IN INQUIRYBASED SCIENCE CLASSROOMS
Zhihui Fang, Linda L Lamme and Rose M Pringle

Research has long supported the positive effects of integrating
literacy practices into the science curriculum; this helpful and
timely resource offers science educators effective strategies
that they can implement immediately.

The book sets the stage for a creative and practical solution with
detailed, concrete examples of how to integrate the performing
arts into math, science, social studies, and language arts.
2013 • 240 pages • `675 • PB: 978-81-321-1605-9

COUNSELING SKILLS FOR TEACHERS

Thomas R Guskey and Jane M Bailey

Jeffrey A Kottler and Ellen Kottler

This practical resource guides educators in aligning
assessment and reporting practices with standards-based
education and providing more detailed reports of children’s
learning and achievement.

Highlighting issues related to homelessness, grief and loss,
and bullying and harassment, this book guides preservice and
in-service teachers to be effective helpers in the context
of today’s most common challenges.

2013 • 248 pages • `750 • PB: 978-81-321-1615-8

2013 • 160 pages • `525 • PB: 978-81-321-1606-6

Second Edition

BUILDING CONNECTIONS BETWEEN
LITERACY AND NUMERACY

TEACHING MATTERS MOST

Leslie Minton

Thomas M McCann, Alan C Jones and Gail A Arnoff

2013 • 120 pages • `  475 • PB: 978-81-321-1618-9

John F Barell
This book illustrates how to use the inquiry process to teach
mandated content while making learning relevant and lasting
for young students.
2013 • 216 pages • ` 625 • PB: 978-81-321-1612-7

TEACHER LEADER STORIES
The Power of Case Methods

Judy Swanson, Kimberly Elliott and Jeanne Harmon
A practical guide that helps teachers strengthen their leadership
skills, optimize student learning, and enhance the profession
through the power of case study.
2013 • 208 pages • `625 • PB: 978-81-321-1617-2

Rekha S Rajan

DEVELOPING STANDARDS-BASED
REPORT CARDS

The book illustrates the parallels between literacy and
numeracy, helping elementary teachers take what they
know about teaching literacy and applying that knowledge
to strengthen their math instruction.

Teaching for Inquiry

INTEGRATING THE PERFORMING ARTS

2013 • 168 pages • `550 • PB: 978-81-321-1614-1

What If Your ABCs Were Your 123s?

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS IN ALL
CHILDREN

A School Leader’s Guide to Improving
Classroom Instruction
This work demonstrates how to grow schools’ instructional
capacities amidst myriad distractions, initiatives, and
interruptions.
2013 • 208 pages • `625 • PB: 978-81-321-1607-3
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TEACHING YOUNG ADULT LITERATURE
Developing Students as World Citizens

Thomas W Bean, Judithann Dunkerly-Bean
and Helen J Harper
Specially designed resource to prepare teachers to engage
with student populations that exhibit greater social, cultural and
linguistic diversity than ever before.
2017 • 368 pages • `  895 • PB: 978-93-860-6272-7

THINKING THROUGH PROJECT
-BASED LEARNING
Guiding Deeper Inquiry

Jane I Krauss and Suzie K Boss
Are you eager to try out project-based learning, but don’t know
where to start? This book answers everything you need to know
to lead effective and engaging project-based learning!
2017 • 216 pages • ` 795 • PB: 978-93-860-6228-4

REACH BEFORE YOU TEACH

TEACHING AND SUPPORTING CHILDREN
WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND
DISABILITIES IN PRIMARY SCHOOLS

CLASSROOM-BASED RESEARCH AND
EVIDENCE-BASED PRACTICE

Jonathan Glazzard, Jane Stokoe, Alison Hughes, Annette
Netherwood and Lesley Neve

Keith Taber

Second Edition

An Introduction
Second Edition

INCLUSION STRATEGIES THAT WORK!
Research-Based Methods for the Classroom
Third Edition
Toby J Karten

A comprehensive resource covering all, one needs to know about
the statutory responsibilities in school while working with children
with Special Educational Needs and Disabilities (SEND).

Offers a helpful overview of educational research and illustrates
the nature and logic of the research process, and supports
readers in critically evaluating the strengths and limitations of
published studies.

Teaching students with diverse needs require educators
to tap deep reserves of instructional know-how, empathy,
responsiveness, and patience. This book provides valuable
advice on co-planning structured lessons, ways to leverage
technology, and much more.

2017 • 208 pages • `625 • PB: 978-93-860-6259-8

2017 • 368 pages • `  795 • PB: 978-93-860-6252-9

2017 • 448 pages • ` 1095 • PB: 978-93-860-6234-5

KEY CONCEPTS IN EDUCATIONAL
ASSESSMENT

SUPERVISION THAT IMPROVES
TEACHING AND LEARNING

Tina Isaacs, Catherine Zara, Graham Herbert,
Steven J Coombs and Charles Smith

Strategies and Techniques
Fourth Edition

Engaging the Hearts and Souls of Learners

Providing expert definitions and interpretations of common
terms within the policy and practice of educational assessment,
it discusses concepts such as validity, assessment for learning,
measurement, comparability and differentiation.

Susan S Sullivan and Jeffrey G Glanz
This new edition pinpoints the strategies and techniques
that matter most for inspiring good teaching and promoting
student learning.

When creative use of technology meets outstanding teaching,
incredible learning happens. This insightful guide is for all
educators ready to move into a new commitment to true learning.

2017 • 176 pages • ` 450 • PB: 978-93-860-6251-2

2017 • 256 pages • ` 795 • PB: 978-93-860-6229-1

IMPLEMENTING CHANGE THROUGH LEARNING

Robert Dillon

2017 • 128 pages • ` 425 • PB: 978-93-860-6235-2

Child-centred Perspectives

Concerns-Based Concepts, Tools, and Strategies
for Guiding Change

HOW TO ASSESS AUTHENTIC LEARNING

Paula P Prentis, Christine K Parrott and Amy K Smith

Sean MacBlain, Loiuse Long and Jill Dunn

Kay Burke

Provides concrete ideas that inspire academic success,
stimulate curiosity, and develop a strong sense of self
among students and teachers.

Shirley Moos Hord and James L Roussin

This book talks about raising standards in literacy for children
with dyslexia, focusing on wellbeing, and recognising the role that
adults have to play in ensuring all children reach their potential.

Provides a wide range of updated, easy-to-implement
alternative assessments that address today’s accountability
requirements and focus on improving learning.

2017 • 216 pages • ` 695 • PB: 978-93-860-6232-1

2017 • 232 pages • ` 650 • PB: 978-93-860-6261-1

The definitive guide to implementing change from the experts
who designed Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM); one
of the most robust and empirically grounded frameworks for
implementing educational change ever created.

Ignite Passion and Purpose in Your Classroom

DYSLEXIA, LITERACY AND INCLUSION

LEADING CONNECTED CLASSROOMS

Fifth Edition

2013 • 232 pages • ` 725 • PB: 978-81-321-1598-4

2017 • 168 pages • ` 750 • PB: 978-93-860-6227-7

UNDERSTANDING PERSONAL, SOCIAL,
HEALTH AND ECONOMIC EDUCATION IN
PRIMARY SCHOOLS

Nick Boddington, Adrian King and Jenny McWhirter

Personal, Social, Health and Economic Education (PSHEe) is a
challenging subject and when well taught, of great value. This
book is a gift for anyone teaching PSHE.

HOW CHILDREN LEARN
Sean MacBlain

This book goes beyond simply understanding the work of key
theorists and the various theories of learning to recognize
what learning actually looks like and how it is best facilitated
in any setting.
2017 • 272 pages • `750 • PB: 978-93-860-6257-4

2017 • 296 pages • `695 • PB: 978-93-860-6258-1

FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT FOR
TEACHING AND LEARNING
Bill Boyle and Marie Charles

A must-have resource to develop planning for learnercentred day-to-day teaching and learning situations
through an understanding of formative teaching, learning
and assessment.
2017 • 240 pages • `650 • PB: 978-93-860-6255-0

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS FOR
EDUCATION STUDENTS
Second Edition

Lesley-Jane Eales-Reynolds, Brenda Judge, Elaine
McCreery and Patrick Jones
This book outlines the skills needed to examine and challenge
data and encourages students to adopt this way of thinking to
enrich their personal and professional development.

TEACHING CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE
WITH SPECIAL EDUCATIONAL NEEDS AND
DISABILITIES
Sarah Martin-Denham

Evaluate distinctive teaching approaches to engage and support
their entire class and gives the knowledge and practical advice one
really needs to help teach children with special educational needs
and disabilities.
2017 • 232 pages • `625 • PB: 978-93-860-6260-4

FOUNDATIONS OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
Principles and Practice

Penny Mukherji and Louise Dryden
Introducing the most important aspects of early years care and
education, this book will help you develop the key skills needed
to study at degree level.
2017 • 432 pages • `850 • PB: 978-93-860-6256-7

2017 • 128 pages • `495 • PB: 978-93-860-6253-6

MODERN CLASSROOM ASSESSMENT
Bruce B Frey

An applied, student-centric guide to the major researchbased approaches to assessment in today’s modern
classroom. It offers a variety of engaging learning tools
and realistic stories from the classroom.
2017 • 392 pages • `  895 • PB: 978-93-860-6270-3

THE DYSLEXIA-FRIENDLY TEACHER’S
TOOLKIT
Strategies for Teaching Students 3-18

Barbara Pavey, Margaret Meehan and Sarah Davis
For those who want to make effective, inclusive dyslexiafriendly classrooms a reality rather than an aspiration, this
book is all you need!
2017 • 128 pages • `  595 • PB: 978-93-860-6254-3

EXPECTING EXCELLENCE IN URBAN SCHOOLS
7 Steps to an Engaging Classroom Practice

Jelani Jabari
In high-poverty, urban, minority classrooms, teachers often
struggle to engage their students emotionally, intellectually, and
behaviourally. This book presents a comprehensive approach to
achieve real and lasting change with urban students!
2017 • 224 pages • `750 • PB: 978-93-860-6230-7

FROM DISCIPLINE TO CULTURALLY
RESPONSIVE ENGAGEMENT
45 Classroom Management Strategies

DIFFERENTIATED SCIENCE INQUIRY

Douglas Llewellyn

Given that each child learns differently, this book delivers
standards-based strategies for differentiating inquiry-based
science instruction to more effectively meet the needs of
all students.
2013 • 168 pages • `750 • PB: 978-81-321-1599-1

POWERFUL LESSON PLANNING

Every Teacher’s Guide to Effective Instruction
Second Edition
Janice Skowron

Laura E Pinto
Classroom management ranks as one of the most serious
educational problems. This book provides a strategic plan to
address this problem in an engaging and easy-to-implement way.

An essential, step-by-step guide in the challenging and
oftentimes highly complex task of lesson planning for novice
and experienced teachers!

2017 • 232 pages • `750 • PB: 978-93-860-6231-4

2013 • 176 pages • `750 • PB: 978-81-321-1600-4

BOOSTING ALL CHILDREN’S SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL BRAIN POWER
Life Transforming Activities

Marie-Nathalie Beaudoin

INQUIRE WITHIN

Implementing Inquiry-Based Science Standards
Second Edition
Douglas Llewellyn

Social and emotional intelligence are the most important quality
for a child’s development. This book offers proven, brain-based
techniques that build social and emotional intelligence and
problem-solving skills!

Provides clear-cut insights with practical suggestions for
developing teaching competencies and strategies to implement
inquiry-based instruction using the three “R’s”—restructuring,
retooling, and re-culturing.

2017 • 248 pages • `795 • PB: 978-93-860-6226-0

2013 • 312 pages • `795 • PB: 978-81-321-1602-8

REVOLUTIONIZE ASSESSMENT

HOMEWORK DONE RIGHT

Richard J Stiggins

Janet Alleman, Jere Brophy, Barbara Knighton,
Rob Ley, Ben Botwinski and Sarah Middlestead

Empower Students, Inspire Learning

The book reveals how gains in student achievement can
narrow achievement gaps when teachers are given the tools
needed to use “assessment for learning”.
2017 • 112 pages • `  425 • PB: 978-93-860-6233-8

Powerful Learning in Real-Life Situations
Homework Done Right shows teachers how homework
assignments can connect with the curriculum and with
students’ lives.
2013 • 216 pages • `  795 • PB: 978-81-321-1604-2

